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As a multi-dimensional time traveler, Jason Quitt has experienced the past, the present and the
future. From ancient Egypt and Atlantis to our possible pre and post apocalyptic future he has been
a witness to our un-recorded history. Within the pages of "Forbidden Knowledge" you will learn who
we are and how mainstream archaeologists, scientists and historians have been swept up in a
fabricated storyline. Our world isn't what we think it is. It's a world once fought and protected by
other worldly and dimensional beings. An ascension process is taking place on our planet today that
is awakening our consciousness to peer beyond the veils of our known reality. We are once again
remembering our place in the universe as multi-dimensional beings who are having a physical
experience on planet Earth.
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I heard about Jason on Coast to Coast and bought this book for Kindle app before the interview.
The interview was so bad, I regretted the purchase and thought the book would be a big let down.
Well, I was wrong. Jason is a quite young man, very soft spoken, interviewers think a guy this young
and not trying to shill products or deliver some astounding message, is to be suspected as
disingenuous or making things up. But the good interviews I've seen where they plumb the depths
of Jason's amazing experiences, are rewarded with information those of us seekers want and need
to know. I have so many things in common with Jason it was really spooky, but he is apparently
called to serve and deliver information in these times. The actual author, Bob Mitchell, queried
Jason on all the very up to date subjects like the hidden space programs, Corey Goode, end times,

prophecies, Planet X, etc. etc. that are current right now. Jason doesn't fall for the traps of agreeing
or endorsing any of these subjects and stresses a wait and see attitude, which I agree with, as we
are seeminglg being deluged with information every single day about some horrible future, some
heavenly future and everything in between, but the bottom line as Jason says that what is most
important is that each of us need to heal ourselves, of our karma, things we need to forgive others
for and ourselves as well. Nothing else really matters. The most important thing to me in the book
was the information he was taught on the Egyptian Postures, which directly relate to ChiGong,
TaiChi, and other such energy methods. And as he points out, ChiGong and the postures and other
methods like these are THE key to this healing.

Thanks for the fast delivery -First I have never meet Jason or Bob the authors of the book but
because of my life experiences I feel a connection to all those whom experience and present higher
truthful knowledge, Its not easy to put yourself out there knowing the skeptics will just try to punch
holes in your information.In truth we are more than our physical bodies, more than all the
experiences we have, more than the food we consume, we are energy beings!How many of us have
experienced intuition, love, knowing what our love one is thinking, energetic excitement those none
physical attributes that is the human norm. In my youth I got into martial arts but rejected the
eastern side of the arts - until I put forth the real effort to look into these non western methodology's
and really applied myself with honest discipline and there it was, I am an energy being, your are an
energy being, we are all energy beings and although that may seem hard to grasp when you open
up you will feel more powerful and more connected - we are much more than our physical body's,
Once you open up consider what physic teaches us about energy - Energy cannot be created or
destroyed- only transformed isn't there power in that thought alone!-Jason thank you having the
courage to put your life's work to this point out there, thank you for the multiple views on thoughts,
energy, technologies, crystals and personal trials that you share, The book you and Bob put
together pieced knowledge and understanding together as I have never read before - I hope you the
person considering reading this books picks up on my passion for the truth and its conveyance and
decides that this is a small investment to open doors, eyes and hearts - let alone your energy!
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